**Construction Snack-tivity**

**Age Recommendation:** 6-9, 10-12

**Object:** Building requires creativity, problem solving, and ENERGY. Build your edible house to share with the group and then enjoy! Yum!

**Materials:** Anything Edible!

**Instructions:** Using edible materials available, create a house. Your house can lay flat on a table or it can be 3 dimensional.

**Tips/Variations:**

- Give a limited amount of time to build their houses.

- This activity can be completed with a variety of edible materials (ex. graham crackers, marshmallows, pretzels, etc.).

- Allow teams to share or trade resources.

- When time is up, groups can vote on their favorite house.

**Processing Questions:**

- Do you have a favorite material you used to build the house?

- Can you count how many different snacks you used to build your house?

- Lots of materials are used to build a house!